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Abstract 
This study's purpose is to describe structural and geographic change in the U.S. auto parts 
industry during the 1980s and early 1990s. After a brief description of the overall economic 
performance of the auto supplier industry, a number of causal factors that influence the direction 
of the U.S. auto parts industry in recent years are discussed. The study then describes change in 
the "captive supplier" parts production system operated by Ford, General Motors and Chrysler 
during 1979-1991, both in terms of numbers of facilities by type and by region. A national 
analysis and a special twenty-five state analysis of County Business Patterns information are 
performed that investigate the regional distribution of eight major auto parts industries in 1979 
and 1989. The study concludes with a special comparative analysis of the new transplant 
supplier facilities. This analysis relies on information collected for a special transplant 
investment directory published annually by the Office for the Study of Automotive 
Transportation. 
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1. Introduction 
The U.S. automotive parts industry underwent a significant structural change in the 1980s. 
Perhaps not since World War I1 have U.S. automotive suppliers experienced, in the space of a 
decade, such fundamental shifts in sales and product design, required materials and technologies, 
and location and scale of operations. Neither have they experienced such changes in quality, 
pricing, and labor costs, or such increases in import competition and foreign-owned domestic 
competition. Yet the domestic auto parts industry, by any definition, remains one of the largest 
and most important categories of U.S. manufacturing in the early 1990s. 
It is ironic that the reasons for structural change in the auto parts industry, briefly 
discussed below, are better understood and more widely known than is the actual extent of this 
change in recent years. Traditionally, the very size and complexity of auto parts manufacturing 
leads to difficulties in defining the industry, and in tracking it on a consistent basis. This report's 
modest goal is to contribute to the knowledge of what has happened and perhaps what might 
happen. 
We find that the auto parts industry is undergoing a process of simultaneous re- 
concentration and diffusion in its geographic location in the United States. Major component 
production, especially that carried out by domestic vehicle producers (captive supply), remains 
concentrated in the Midwest region of the country. However, production of smaller parts is 
diffusing to new regions in the United States and other countries. The recent appearance of new, 
foreign-owned parts production facilities, especially those that supply Japanese-owned transplant 
vehicle assembly plants, tends to reinforce the concentration of component parts production. The 
auto parts market connected to foreign-owned U.S. assembly plants is now a large (potentially 
very large), rapidly growing, and permanent segment of the market for auto parts in the United 
States. In fact, the development of foreign-owned operations on such a large scale, in a period of 
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less than a decade, may be the most significant structural change experienced by the industry in 
recent years. 
A second major change in the auto parts industry involves scale of production. The 
average size of an auto parts manufacturing facility, at least in terms of employment, may have 
fallen by almost 40 percent. Changes include the use of new materials and production 
technologies, the "fragmentation" of vehicle markets, and the erosion of traditional producer 
market share. These changes are allowing, and even perhaps requiring, parts producers to alter 
not only their location, but also their scale of production. There is also evidence that the pattern 
of sourcing or integration within the traditional motor vehicle industry is changing to the direct 
benefit of "independent" auto parts suppliers. This may be because independent suppliers can 
adapt to change with a higher degree of flexibility. For example, the use of smaller, more 
flexible, auto parts facilities allows relocation to regions in the United States with generally lower 
labor costs, or to countries with even lower costs. Unlike captive supplier operations, 
independent suppliers can hedge the risks and costs of this new investment across a variety of 
customer markets. 
Change in any industry brings opportunities. These opportunities are thought to be largely 
open to new companies or regions and communities not previously connected to the industry. Yet 
traditional automotive suppliers and communities can, and perhaps should, recognize and adapt to 
these opportunities. This report first defines in very general terms the auto parts industry and 
several recent, broad trends in its performance. Next, it discusses major influences on the 
structure of the industry; finally, it presents an investigation of structural change at three levels: 
captive production of components, regional shifts in a sample of auto parts industry 
establishments, and employment and geographical location of the new transplant parts sector of 
the U.S. automotive industry. 
1 .I Definitions 
The typical passenger car contains anywhere from 6,000 to 15,000 discrete parts and 
components using over 100 different elements, alloys, compounds, and other materials. The 
technical sophistication and scope of automotive parts covers a vast range--from simple metal 
sta~npings or plastic parts to cornplex powertrains containing precision machined aluminum parts 
and systems of electronic controls and modern microprocessors. 
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Automotive studies traditionally open their investigations through the use of charts that 
explain the structure of automotive manufacturing in terms of the value stream, or "build," or in 
terms of "sourcing," or who produces automotive value. Figure 1 is a simple illustration of the 
automotive manufacturing value chain. The chain starts with materials, moves through casting 
and foundry products, simple parts, forming and shaping, production of major components or 
systems, and ends with, assembly of the vehicle. Since this is a report on auto parts 
manufacturing, final assembly of vehicles is only briefly considered in the analysis, Materials 
production for automotive parts, and casting and foundry production of parts used in automotive 
components, are excluded. These products are not insignificant in terms of the automotive value 
chain. They are excluded because materials and foundry manufacturing for the automotive 
industry is carried out in industries that produce intermediate products for many industries and are 
so measured by the government. This study concentrates exclusively on industries that specialize 
in the manufacture of products for automotive use, or specifically, automotive parts and 
components. 
Another common conceptual model of sourcing splits the production of parts and 
components between (a) "captive" facilities owned and operated by vehicle producers and (b) 
"independent" suppliers that sell and supply to vehicle producers--either directly or indirectly. 
The independent suppliers are themselves typically separated into at least two tiers of sourcing to 
the eventual customer or vehicle producer. "First-tier" suppliers supply products directly to 
vehicle producers for installation into vehicles in assembly. "Second-tier" suppliers supply parts 
to either first tier suppliers or to captive parts facilities engaged in component production. 
Another model of sourcing further divides automotive parts into those produced outside of 
the United States--imported auto parts--and parts produced in U.S. facilities (domestic auto parts.) 
However, this study does not directly investigate trade patterns or trade issues in the automotive 
parts sector. Although patterns in auto parts trade have undeniably influenced the structure of the 
domestic auto parts industry in recent years, foreign trade in automotive parts is a complex subject 
best treated in a separate investigation. 
See, for example: McAlinden, S., Andrea D., Flynn, M., and Smith, B.. The U.S.-,lapan Automotive Bilateral 
1994 Trade Deficit, Office for the Study of Automotive Tmnsportntion. The Transportation Research Institute. 
University of Michignn, Ann Arbor. MI May 1991. 
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Figure 1: 
Stages of Automotive Value 
1 Assembly n 
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1.2 Recent Trends in Shipments, Employment, and Productivity 
It is possible to track a consistent portion of the U.S. auto parts industry through 
information contained in the Census of Manufactures and Annual Survey of Manufactures 
(USCOM and ASM), published by the Bureau of the Census of the U.S. Department of 
~ o m m e r c e . ~  The Census information includes annual series on shipments. value added, and 
employment for nine major four-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) industries that 
produce significant output for automotive use. Table 1 below briefly describes the nine 
industries. 
The nine automotive supplier industries also manufacture nonautomotive products. For 
example, only a third of SIC 3519 and about half of SIC 2396 output is destined for automotive 
use. Although most tires and inner tubes produced by manufacturers in SIC 301 1 are for use in 
new motor vehicles, many go to the automotive replacement market ("aftermarket"). A wide 
variety of other industries not listed above, of course, also produce for the automotive parts 
Table 1: 
Z ~ . ~ .  Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Annual Survey of Manufactures Statistics for Industry 
Groups and Industries, (AS)-1, 1979-1990 volumes, Washington D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office. 
Major Supplier 
SIC CodeITitle 
SIC 2396JAutomotive and apparel trimmings 
SIC 301 11Tires and inner tubes 
SIC 3465JAutomotive stampings 
SIC 3519flnternal combustion engines, nec 
SIC 3592/Carburetors, pistons, rings and 
valves 
SIC 3691JStorage batteries 
SIC 3694JVehicular lighting equipment 
SIC 36941Engine electrical equipment 
SIC 3714/Motor vehicle parts and accessories 
Industries 
Product Description 
Textile mm for automotive use, men's and 
boy's apparel and printed garments 
Pneumatic tires and inner tubes for all uses. 
Job stampings for automotive use 
Non-automotive gasoline engines, automotive 
diesel engines, engine parts 
Carburetors new and used, piston rings and 
pins, and valves 
Lead and nonlead acid storage batteries 
Headlamps and taillarnps 
Ignition harness and cable sets, alternators, 
generators, regulators, starters, spark plugs, 
and other engine electronic equipment. 
Gasoline engines and engine parts for motor 
vehicles, engine filters, exhaust systems, 
drivetrain components, wheels, brake parts and 
assemblies, other new and rebuilt parts for 
motor vehicles not included in shipments of 
other industries. 
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market. Yet these nine major industries constitute a large share of total automotive parts 
manufacturing. This is especially true of shipments from facilities coded in SIC 3714, or the 
motor vehicle parts and accessories industry. Table 2 gives selected Census information for the 
overall group of nine supplier industries for 1979-1990. 3 
Column one shows a decline of about seven percent i n  current dollar parts shipments 
during 1979-1982. Shipments then recovered during 1983- 1988 to peak at $1 30 billion. 
Shipments declined in 1988-1990 by about $7 billion, or a little over five percent. 
Table 2: 
Nine Supplier Industries: 
j ~ o r  a somewhat similar summary of shipments and productivity performance of the U.S. auto 
parts industry during 1972-1983, see A Competitive Assessment of the U.S. Automotive 
Parts Industry and the U.S. Aftermarket for Japanese Cars and Light Trucks, 
Automotive Affairs and Consumer Goods, International Trade Administration, 1J.S. Department of 
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Column two in table 2 shows shipments in current dollars deflated by the Consumer Price 
Index (CPI). This series of constant dollar shipments reveals a different pattern during 1979-1990 
from that of current dollar shipments shown in column one. The 1979-1982 decline in constant 
dollars amounts to 31 percent. Constant dollar shipments recovered in the mid- 1980s and reached 
a high in 1988 at a level 40 percent above the 1982 trough, but still 4 percent below the 1979 
level. The 1988-1990 decline in constant dollars amounted to 10 percent. Figure 2 shows that 
constant-dollar shipments did not quite return to their 1979 level during the 1980s but did start to 
fall again in 1988. Figure 2 shows the relationship of shipments in current and constant dollars. 
Figure 2: 
Nine Supplier Industries: Shipments; 
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Year 
Value added by manufacture is a measure of industry activity derived by subtracting the 
cost of materials, supplies, containers, energy, and contract work from industry shipments. When 
also adjusted for inventory changes and marketing activity, it measures the value of industry 
contributions to total industry shipments. Value added is an important indicator of industry 
activity, since it nets contributions from other industries or imports as a share of shipments. 
Column three of table'2 contains a series on total value added for the nine supplier industries that 
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has been deflated by the producer price index (PPI) for products in the product group SIC 371 
(motor vehicles and equipment manufacturing). Constant dollar value added fell by over 40 
percent during 1979-1982, and never fully recovered during the 1980s. After a high in 1988, 
value added fell by roughly 6 percent through 1990. 
Employment for the nine supplier industries was 963,000 in 1979. This total declined by 
266,000 through 1982, and then recovered to an average of about 800,000 during 1984-1989. The 
highest employment, almost 827,000, occurred in 1988 (as was the case for shipments and value 
added). Employment declined during 1989-1990 to 779,000, or 184,000 fewer workers than in 
1979. A crude but meaningful measure of industry productivity is produced by dividing constant 
dollar (PPI) industry value added by employment to produce the ratio value added per employee. 
The series for this ratio is displayed in the final column of table 2. Constant dollar (1982 $ PPI) 
value added per employee was $55,100 in 1979 and reached $61,500 in 1988 and 1990; the 
increase for the period was about 11.5 percent. Although productivity grew slowly in auto parts 
manufacturing through 1990, auto parts shipments, employment, and value added by manufacture 
never recovered to 1979 levels during the 1980s and clearly began to decline in 1989. 
The Census provides a second measure of auto parts manufacturing activity. This measure 
is based on purchases made by vehicle manufacturers, or materials costs reported by 
establishments in SIC 371 1 (light duty motor vehicle ~nanufacturing). Although these materials 
costs include purchases of energy and contract work performed by manufacturing establishments 
in other industries, an overwhelming proportion of vehicle producer materials costs is for raw 
materials and intermediate goods (including imported parts) needed to assemble new light duty 
cars, trucks, and vans. 
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Table 3 contains three Census series on costs of materials declared by motor vehicle 
manufacturers (SIC 371 1) during 1979-1990. Materials costs in current dollars, shown in column 
one, declined slightly during 1979-1982 and grew impressively during the rest of the decade to 
peak in 1988-1989 at a level of $101 billion, or 37% above the level of industry purchases in 
1979. When we measure in constant dollars, however, a different pattern once again emerges. 
Constant dollar purchases, deflated by the CPI in column two, fell dramatically during 1979- 
1982, but recovered to 99 percent of the 1979 total by 1985. Thereafter, purchases gradually 
declined through 1989 and fell severely in 1990 with the onset of the automotive recession. 
Current and constant materials costs are illustrated in figure 3. Constant dollar materials costs per 
vehicle assembled is shown in column four. This figure peaked in 1982 at $8,400 but slowly 
declined through the rest of the decade. 
Table 3: 
Materials Cost (MC) in U.S. Light Vehicle Manufacturing 
Annual Survey of Manufactures, 1979-1990, and U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of 
Economic Analysis. 
( 5 )  
Per Vehicle 
MC 
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Figure 3: 
Materials Costs in U.S. Light Vehicle Manufacturing (SIC 3711) 
Constant and Current Billions of Dollars 
+ Materials Costs (Constant $ CPI 83-84) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
Year 
Materials costs deflated by an auto industry producer price index (SIC 371 PPI) follow a 
somewhat different pattern. This version of constant dollar materials costs is shown in column 3 
of table 3. Materials costs actually exceeded 1979 levels by 1985, and reached a level of $91 
billion (82$) in 1990. The per-vehicle figure, shown in column 4, increased from roughly $7,500 
in 1979 to $9,500 in 1990, a rise of 27 percent in materials purchases per vehicle. On this basis, 
1990 cars and trucks contained more in the way of materials and components than 1979 cars. The 
information in columns 4 and 5 underscores a major problem for the domestic auto industry. 
Producer prices received by manufacturers of vehicles and parts generally lagged well behind the 
overall rate of increase in consumer prices. Although this may be seen as a laudable restraint on 
the general rate of price inflation, the adverse effect on the financial performance of the industry 
can well be imagined. 
The last column of table 3 shows levels of consumer expenditures on repair, maintenance, 
and rental of vehicles during 1979- 1990. These figures are deflated by the CPI and demonstrate a 
remarkable rate of growth during the 1980s increasing 43% between 1979-1990. This may 
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indicate a rapidly growing market for aftermarket service and parts, but the breakout between 
repair service and rental expenditures is not available. Thus, little can be said with confidence 
about this segment of demand for automotive parts. 
In conclusion, combined industry totals for shipments, employment, and value added 
during the 1980s never again reached 1979 levels. In fact, materials purchased by U.S. vehicle 
producers, if measured in CPI-deflated dollars, have never reached the 1979 total or that of any 
previous years. Of course, the ~najor reasons for slow or even absent market growth for the 
domestic supplier industry are to be found in the related structural changes of the market for new 
vehicles in the United States. 
1.3 Trends in New Vehicle Sales and Production 
The most important influences on auto parts manufacturing are trends in the sales and 
production of traditional cars and trucks in the United States by U.S.-owned motor vehicle firms.4 
Table 4 contains a series of sales and market share figures for three types of vehicle sales during 
1982-1990. Total U.S. motor vehicle sales rebounded from a recession trough of 10.5 million 
units in 1982 to an all-time U.S. record sales level of 16.3 million units in 1986. Sales remained 
relatively robust in 1987-1988 but began to decline in 1989 and reached a second recession trough 
of 12.5 million in 1991. Sales of imported cars and trucks also peaked in 1986 at over 4 million 
and slowly declined in later years to a level of 2.5 million. Offsetting this decline for foreign- 
owned vehicle producers was the rapid rise in the sale of "transplant" vehicles, or vehicles 
assembled in North America by foreign owned facilities during 1982-1991. U.S. sales of these 
vehicles exceeded 1.3 million in 1991. The market share for sales of imports from outside of 
North America reached almost 27 percent in 1987, but declined to less than 21 percent (in units, 
although not revenue) by 1991. However, the market share of transplant vehicles steadily 
increased throughout the period to a high of 10.6 percent in 1991. 
4"~radit ional  vehicle sales," o r  sales of traditional cars and trucks, will refer to U.S. sales of 
vehicles by 1I.S. owned vehicle producers (GM, Ford, and Chrysler) ot' cars and trucks assembled in 
their North American assembly plants. "Traditional vehicle production" will refer to production 
of cars and trucks by 1J.S.-owned vehicle producers in their 1J.S. assembl) plants. "Domestic" 
vehicle sales will refer to sales of cars and trucks assembled in the United States, regardless of 
national status of plant ownership. These sourcing definitions are used because there are 
undeniable differences in the pattern of parts content, and because ownership certainly matters in 
terms of the national accounts, as defined by the Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of 
Commerce. 
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Sales of, and market share for, traditional vehicles (assembled by U.S.-owned firms in 
North America) peaked in 1985 and 1984 respectively and thereafter slowly declined through 
1991. Sales of traditional vehicles fell below 10 million in 1990 and below 9 million in 1991. 
The market share hovered near 69 percent of the U.S. total vehicle market for both years. 
Table 4: 
U.S. Motor Vehicle Sales and Market Share by Source 
Table 5 shows U.S. vehicle production levels in units and market share by source during 
1982- 1991. The most interesting development is the production of traditional vehicles. In 1977 
and 1978, this production reached historical peaks of over 12.5 million units (not shown), but it 
declined to a 1982 level of less than 7 million. It then only partially recovered to a 1980s peak of 
11.2 million in 1985. Traditional vehicle production gradually slowed and fell below 10 million 
in 1989. In the recession sales year of 1991, traditional production was less than 400 thousand 
above the previous recession trough experienced in 1982, although the total market was some 2 
million vehicles larger. A significant anomaly occurred in 1986: for the first time a record year 
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Since imports actually declined in sales share by 1990, two other developments underlie 
the major decline in the production of traditional U.S. vehicles. First, U.S.-owned vehicle 
producers shifted a larger share of vehicle assembly to Canada during the 1980s (not shown here). 
Second, the share of transplant vehicle production of total U.S. vehicle production rose in the 
1980s to remarkable heights. The production share of transplants grew steadily from 1 percent in 
1982 to 18 percent in 1991 without a single annual reversal. This development, combined with 
the increased importation of Canadian-assembled vehicles, explains the steady drop in traditional 
production share throughout 1982-1991. Note that 1988 is the last year that traditional production 
of vehicles exceeded ten million. Constant dollar product shipments and value added, and 
employment for the nine supplier industries, also reached decade highs in 1988 and declined with 
traditional vehicle production in 1989- 1990. 
1.4 Trends in Auto Parts Trude, Vehicle Segnle~zt SI~ure, Muter,iuls Use, und the Frugme~itutio~~ 
($the Marker 
Table 5: 
U.S. Vehicle Production and Production Share by Source 
1982-1991 
A number of other important factors influenced the restructuring of the domestic auto 
parts industry in the 1980s. Increased trade in automotive parts with other countries occurred in 
recent years. Table 6 summarizes total imports, exports, and net exports (levels of deficit or 
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United States and Canada had been responsible for most parts trade through 1983. This was still 
largely the case in 1982-1983 when the U.S. deficit in parts trade amounted to about $1 billion. 
However, both imports and exports of parts grew rapidly in subsequent years. The balance 
clearly favored imports through 1989. The auto parts deficit peaked in 1989 at over $20 billion, 
an increase of over 1800 percent in only seven years. With the onset of the declining U.S. motor 
vehicle sales in 1990, and perhaps the influence of a weaker dollar, import sales declined during 
1990-1991. The parts deficit has correspondingly fallen as exports continued to grow. Yet it 
remains to be seen whether this positive trend will continue and whether the enormous level of 
$30 billion in annual parts imports will continue to fall or grow once again. 
U.S. vehicle producers largely accomplished the ma.jor downsizing of their passenger car 
models by 1980. The downsizing resulted in a weight reduction of roughly 800 lbs., on average. 
As shown in table 7, the typical domestic passenger car weighed about 3,360 lbs. in 1980. In 
1990, the average weight figure reached a decade low of about 2,900 lbs., or about 14 percent less 
than in 1980. In some cases, lighter weight materials were substituted for heavier alternatives. 
For example, aluminum was substituted for steel in transmission and engine components; plastic 
replaced steel in dashboards, bumpers, and even panels. However, lighter and even smaller 
vehicles did not result in fewer or less value-intensive parts in automotive production. Many of 
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increased in popularity during the 1980s. Such options as air conditioning and FM stereo radios 
became almost standard. 
Total 1 3363.0 1 1 2896.0 1 
Source: Automotive News, 1992 Market Data Book, Crain 
Communications, Detroit, MI, May 27, 1992. 
In fact, domestic vehicles did not decrease in average value during the 1980s, but actually 
increased in content, and perhaps even size. Table 8 shows market class share of U.S. passenger 
car sales for small cars (subcompact/compact), intermediate sized cars, and large and luxury cars 
during 1982-199 1. LargeJluxury cars roughly maintained their share of sales throughout the 
period, but the small car share fell from over 46 percent to less than 31 percent. Many U.S. 
buyers of domestic cars presumably switched their preferences to larger intermediates in the late 
1980s as the average age of a new car buyer increased and as the price of gasoline, in constant 
value terms, fell. 
But market class share of the car market only tells part of the story of the switch in vehicle 
preference. Column four in table 8 shows the share of trucks and vans as a percentage of total 
vehicle sales during 1982-1991. The sales share of trucks and vans rose steadily throughout the 
period from about 24 percent in 1982 to peak just under 35 percent in 1991. Option content in 
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trucks and vans, it must be noted, rose steadily throughout the decade to a level rivaling that of 
passenger cars. The average weight and content of vehicles may very well have risen 
significantly during the past decade when overall truck share of sales is taken into account. 
Domestic Passenger Car Sales by Market Class and Truck Share o 
U.S. Vehicle Market 
Many analysts believe that the most significant structural change in the automotive market 
of the past two decades has been the fragmentation of vehicle markets. Table 9 contains just one 
illustration of this phenomenon in terms of the average sales level of five best selling passenger 
car models in the United States. Average sales of the five most popular models reached almost 
one million units in 1955 and still averaged over 750,000 units in 1965. This average fell below 
600,000 by 1970 and in recent years fell to nearly 300,000 units. 
Only 74 separate nameplate/bodystyle (model) combinations were offered by traditional 
vehicle producers in 1955 when U.S. domestic car sales totaled over 7,400,000.5 An average of 
100,000 units of each model were sold in 1955. In 1991, traditional producers offered 143 
models. Traditional car sales totaled 4,994,000 units in 1991 or about 35,000 per model. 
5 ~ o d e l  count (nameplate X bodystyle basis) based on OSAT calculation using Langworth, R.M., 
Encyclopedia of American Cars 1930-1980, Beekman House, New York, 1984. 
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Foreign-owned automakers offered 235 passenger car models in 1991.6 Sales of these foreign 
models in the U.S. market totaled 3,181,000 or about 13,500 per model. Given the extent to 
which common components are shared across models, scale economies in the production of many 
parts for passenger cars certainly changed by the 1980s. Despite the presence of several large 
sales volume models, the same change also occurred in the light truck and van segment. There 
were 478 nameplatebodystyle combinations of trucks and vans for sale in 1991 compared to 378 
such combinations for passenger cars. The past ten years saw the introduction of entirely new 
segments in the truck market which now included minivans, "sports utilities" (SUs), and compact 
pickup trucks. 
The development of lower average sales levels for vehicle models has been matched 
overall by lower average sales levels for vehicle firnzs producing in the United States. The 
traditional "Big Three" lose market and production share to foreign-owned competition, which 
now includes six new assembly competitors within the United States. Many facilities, and 
perhaps even entire company production systems that were designed and built in preceding 
periods, characterized by mass-volume production of identical models may have been rendered 
inappropriate by the fragmentation of automotive markets. At first glance, independent suppliers 
should be potential beneficiaries of the new regime of low volume production. Independents can 
more easily operate smaller, more flexible facilities or operations that specialize in the production 
Table 9: 1 
Five Best Selling Domestic Car Nameplates 
1955-1992 
6 ~ o d e l  count (nameplate X bodystyle basis) based on OSAT calculation using 1992 Market Data 
Book, Automotive News, Crain Communications, Ma) 27, 1902. 
Model Sales 
1955 
Chevrolet (regular) 1,639,500 








Chevelle 38 1,054 
Torino 35 1,304 
Maverick 342,198 
Avg. Sales: 528,985 
Model Sales 
1965 
Chevrolet (regular) 1,698,47 1 
Ford (regular) 981,531 
Mustang 5 18,252 
Chevelle 349,555 
Pontiac 324,366 







Avg. Sales: 309,000 
Source: Ward's Automotive Reports, Various issues of Ward's Automotive Yearbook 
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of one type of component for several customers. But changes in captive production of automotive 
parts should be investigated before we examine the wider subject of structural change in the 
automotive supplier industry as a whole. 
2. Regional Shifts in Captive Production 
Captive production of automotive parts refers to the production of automotive parts and 
components by the motor vehicle firms themselves for use in new vehicles and the replacement 
market. Assembly firms such as General Motors (GM), Ford, Chrysler-the Big Three-and 
Honda all produce parts for their own needs, but the scope and extent of integrated parts 
manufacturing varies widely across vehicle producers. For example, an overwhelming share of 
gasoline engines, and, to a somewhat lesser extent, transmissions and body panels, are 
manufactured by the vehicle producers themselves. On the other hand, General Motors 
manufactures brake systems for installation in their vehicles, whereas Ford and Chrysler do not. 
Ford and Chrysler ~nanufacture some automotive glass for their own and others' vehicles, but 
General Motors purchases glass f ro~n  those two and independent suppliers. Finally, all 
companies, except Ford--which made its own until after World War 11--have purchased 
automotive tires from independent tire fir~ns. 
The volume of captive parts production can appear to be significant in terms of total parts 
shipments. The 1987 Census of Manufactures reports total shipments for SIC 3714 (motor 
vehicle parts and accessories), the largest of the nine supplier industries, at a level of $62 billion. 
Over half this total, almost $33 billion, co~nprised shipments in two parts categories, gasoline 
enginestengine parts and drivetrain components (transmissions). These parts are produced largely 
in captive facilities by vehicle producers.7 Similar 1987 census infor~nation for the automotive 
stampings industry, SIC 3465, shows that 23 establishments with employment exceeding 1,000 
employees accounted for 57 percent of industry shipments and over 50 percent of total industry 
employment.8 These 23 stamping facilities are almost entirely operated by vehicle producers. 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,1987 Census of Manufactures, 
Industry Series, "Motor Vehicles and Equipn-lent," MC87-1-37A, U.S. Covernment Printing 
Office, Washington D.C., April, 1990. 
8 ~ . ~ .  Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,1987 Census of Manufactures, 
Indushy Series, "Screw Machine Products, Fasteners and Washers; Metal Forgings and 
Stampings; and Metal Services," MC87-I-34D, 1J.S. Government Printing Office, Washington D.C., 
April, 1990. 
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Yet shipments do not tell the entire story of integration in the auto industry. The 1987 USCOM 
also reported that engine and drivetrain producing facilities purchased $17.5 billion in materials in 
1987, or almost 53 percent of the value of engine and drivetrain shipments. Large automotive 
stamping facilities purchased 44 percent of the value of their shipments from other facilities 
within and outside of the automotive stampings industry. 
Parts integration, or the portion of vehicle parts and components built "in house" for 
vehicle producers, has been the subject of some debate and contention in recent years. Perhaps 
the best, and probably the only, external study of vehicle producer integration yielded the results 
shown in table 10. The results are based on a partial sample of parts and components supplied for 
a number of vehicle platforms produced by the Big Three. 
A 1990 Industrial Technology Institute (ITI) study measured three types of Big Three 
integration. First, the study measured the percentage of parts received at assembly plants from 
assembly company parts facilities or "parts integration" (final assembly of components). For 
example, this study reported that, i n  1988, GM assembly plants received 72 percent of their 
components from GM parts facilities (For example, 100% of GM engines were shipped from GM 
engine plants). Second, the study also measured the percentage of parts cost actually incurred 
within GM or parts cost integration. (For example, only 70% of the cost of producing a GM 
engine is incurred within GM, since 30% of the cost can be traced to non GM parts used in engine 
production). About 31 percent of the cost of GM parts was actually incurred within GM captive 
parts operations. The third type of integration was total percentage of vehicle cost, including cost 
of assembly, incurred within the vehicle firm. GM was estimated to have the highest level of 
integration in all three types of integration in 1988. 
Table 10: 
1988 Big Three Vertical Integration 
The IT1 study reported that imports and independent parts producers' share of 1988 new 





Source: D. Luria, Calculating Big Three Vertical Integration, Industrial Technology 
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vehicle producer in question. Similar estimates for Japanese vehicle producers are hard to find, 
yet it is generally believed that Japanese auto makers final-assemble about 25 percent to 40 
percent of their vehicle components, or less than the average for the Big Three. The percentage of 
parts value sourced to independent suppliers, then, is even higher for Japanese vehicle firms. 
However, present static estimates, for the Big Three or the Japanese, say little about changing 
levels of integration for vehicle finns in recent years. 
Table 11 shows striking evidence of declining Big Three U.S. employment in recent 
years. The Big Three reduced their U.S. employment by 164,000 during 1979-1989, a job loss 
figure that increased during the 1990-1991 recession. The decline in automotive employment for 
these firms is higher than that shown in table 11, since the Big Three added nonautomotive 
subsidiaries during this period. Unfortunately, it is hard to determine precisely the sources of the 
1979- 199 1 decline in employment. 
Tables 4 and 5 document the decline 
in Big Three U.S. sales and 
production. It must be assumed that 
some improved productivity in 
Table 11: 





integration, then, is not separated 
from employmen t  dec l ine  
attributable to loss of vehicle 





2.1 Chunge ir.~ Big Three Facilities: 1979-1991 
operations was achieved as well. 
Employment decline due to lower 
Total change 
A special count of Big Three U.S, automotive facilities was performed for this study for 
1979 and 1991.9 The final results of this investigation are shown in table 12. Big Three 
operations are sorted into two types of asse~nbly plants (car and trucklvan), three types of 
component plants (engine, transmissions, and stamping), and an all-other parts category. A total 
of 257 operating Big Three manufacturing facilities (including American Motors Corporation 
plants) are identified for 1979. This total is reduced to 215 in 1991; there were 42 net closures. 
1979- 1989 
9 ~ h e  primary source of information for the Facility count was the Information Handbook: U.S. 
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers' North American Plant Facilities, Editions for 1970- 
1991, Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association of the United States, Detroit, MI. 
-163,883 
1979-1991 -243.447 
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Actually, 80 facilities have closed across the categories, and 38 new or reconverted facilities have 
opened (see Appendix 1). The number of Big Three assembly plants has fallen by 17, of which 
15 are in car assembly operations and only 2 in the production of trucks and vans. The 
disproportionate number of net closings for car assembly plants reflects the increasing share of 
trucks and vans in the total vehicle market, as well as an even greater increase in the share of Big 
Three sales. 
The largest number of net closures of any category is that for stamping plants. To a 
certain extent, this probably reflects the substitution in car production of so-called "unibody" 
models for older "body-on-frame" cars. This shifted a considerable portion of body work from 
stand-alone bodylstamping plants to the body shops of car assembly plants.10 The increase in 
engine plants can be attributed to a larger number of engine families or types in production (and 
lower production volumes per engine type) to meet the needs of the fragmented market for 
vehicles. 
The small number of net closures for "other component plants" is somewhat surprising. 
Two reasons for the low count of net closures of captive parts facilities are ( 1 )  that two of the 
Table 12: 
Big Three U.S. Facilities: 1979 & 1991 
l 0 ~ h i s  tudy coded separate 1970 truck and car "body" plants as stamping facilities. The usual 
practice of the 1J.S. Census was, and is, to code such facilities as motor vehicle body plants and 
include them with assembly plants in the classification SIC 371 1, separate from automotive 
stamping facilities (SIC 3465). Of course, body shop operations, the welding and painting of 
"body-on-frame" passenger cars, were largely integrated into final assembly plants in the early-to 
mid-1980s, We coded these 1979 facilities as separate from assembly, largely to reflect the 
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domestic vehicle makers (Ford and Chrysler) did not maintain a large number of such facilities in 
1979 and (2) that GM actually built or reconverted a number of these parts facilities in the mid-to 
late-1980s. GM is apparently reconsidering this pattern in 1992.l Table 12 also shows 
assembly ratios for component and parts plants for both 1979 and 1991. An assembly ratio is the 
count of assembly plants divided by the count of a given parts category. A lower ratio in 1991 
vis-a-vis 1979 could mean declining scale economies in the production of a particular component. 
But this holds only if assembly capacity as well as the level of integration in parts production 
remains constant. Assembly capacity did not remain constant; assembly plant production 
generally rose from about 200,000 to 240,000 units of vehicle capacity. It appears that the scale 
of captive automotive stamping increased between 1979 and 1991. But work that had been 
performed in separate body and stamping plants in 1979 had been transferred to the body shops of 
many assembly plants by 1991. The average size and output of a typical stamping plant may not 
have changed at all. 
The Big Three closed 80 facilities and reconverted or built 38 plants during 1979- 1991. 
The total of 108 amounts to 42 percent of the original facility count of 257 and could have 
provided the Big Three with ample opportunity to change the regional distribution of their 
operations. James Rubenstein, an industrial geographer at Miami University in Ohio, 
promulgates an appealing theory on the recent relocation of the U.S. auto industry. According to 
Rubenstein, the branch assembly plant system, constructed by GM and Ford over the previous 60 
years to produce identical vehicle models nationwide at minimum "freight-out" cost, began to 
break up in the 1970s with the fragmentation of the U.S. passenger car market. Multiple regional 
assembly plants building identical cars at optimal distances frorn consumer markets were 
gradually replaced by segment-specific, single-source plants producing for the national (even 
continental) market. These plants generally relocated, for optimal freight-cost purposes, frorn 
coastal regions (such as Los Angeles and New Jersey) to Midwest and Midsouth locations 
(between the 1-75 and 1-65 inter-state highway corridors, bounded by 1-20 in the south) or the 
"automotive box". Yet large urban-industrial areas within the Midwest did not necessarily benefit 
from this reconcentration in the Midwest because of their high costs relative to rural locations. 
Finally, Rubenstein asserts that, with the exception of stamping, body, and aftermarket 
parts plants, component facilities have always been, and remain, concentrated in the upper 
l ~ u r i n g  1990-1992, General Motors announced the eventual closing of six 1J.S. assembly plants 
and 16 U.S. component and parts-making facilities. The closings are espected to take place 
through 1995. The Van Nuys California Assembly plant is the first of these closings (1992), and 
reduces the assembly plant count in table 12 to 53. 
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Midwest. Rubenstein and others expect this pattern to continue, mildly reinforced, perhaps, by 
the adoption of just-in-time (JIT) inventory systems.12 JIT has been recognized as more than an 
efficient method to minimize inventory. Low inventory levels of components and parts in 
assembly plants provide an essential incentive to maintain and improve the quality of the entire 
automotive production system. In a JIT system, defective parts cannot easily be replaced from 
inventory since only a few hours of needed stock are on hand. Also, this low inventory system 
requires not only frequent deliveries of needed parts and components (every four to five hours), 
but also close communication and cooperation from both suppliers and their assembly customers. 
This would require suppliers to locate in close proximity to their assembly customers. This is 
especially the case for large, complex, and high-value components such as engines and 
transmissions. 
2.2 Change in Big Three Futilities by Regiot~s: 1979-1991 
The Big Three facilities counts are coded by region for the purpose of detecting patterns in 
regional relocation during 1979-1991. The number of states with at least one facility in either 
1979 or 1991 is twenty-six. The twenty-six states are grouped into the following six regions: 
Regional facility counts, by type, are shown in table 13 for 1979 and 1991. The 
information in table 13 is used to calculate regional share of facilities-shown in table 14 once 
Big Three Regions 
l2  Rubenstein, J.M., The Changing U.S. Auto Industry, A Geographical Analysis, 
Routledge, London, 1092. See also the discussion in  GlassMeier, A.K., and R.E. MCluskey, "U.S. 
Auto Parts Production: An Analysis of the Organization and Location of a Changing Industry," 









Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, Virginia 
Kansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas 
Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, 
Maryland, New Jersey, New York, 
Pennsylvania 
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Ohio, Wisconsin 
Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee 
California 
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again by type, for 1979 and 1991. Rubenstein's theory about industry relocation is supported in 
tables 13 and 14, at least for the category of assembly plants. Ten of the seventeen net closures of 
assembly plants during 1979-1991 occurred in the Northeast and the West (California). This 
pattern is reinforced through a recent closing and announced closings by General Motors in 1992. 
Tables 13 and 14 also show the continued concentration of Big Three engine, transmission, and 
stamping plants in the Midwest. The Midwest share of these major component facilities hardly 
changed during 1979- 1991. The Midwest share of major component plants in 1991 ranged from 
89 to 100 percent. All in all, assembly plants appeared to return to the general environs of 
component plants during 1979-1991. 
But the Midwest suffered a six percentage point decline in its share of other component 
plants. The Southeast, Southwest, and Midsouth all achieved larger shares of these parts 
facilities. Once again, recent plant closing announcements by GM in 1992 appear to further 
support a southward drift in parts production. l The recent GM consolidation makes it hard to 
detect any final trend, especially since the company's downsizing may not be complete. 
1 3 ~ o n e  of the G M  parts o r  component facilities in the Midsouth or  Southeast are scheduled to 
close. The G M  assembly plant in Doraville, Georgia will apparently lose the production of its 
present car model, but the plant is expected to gain a minivan model as a replacment product. 
Table 13: 
Regional Percent Change of Big Three Facilities: 











Regional Percent Share of Big Three Facilities: 









Source: OSAT analysis of Motor Vehicle Manufacturing Association data 
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The Changing Structure of the U.S. Automotive Parts Industry 
Figures 4 and 5 show an alternative presentation of the eight 1979-1991 plant closings. 
These figures portray two regions and two facilies categories. Figure 4 locates assembly and 
component (all types) plant shutdowns in the United States except for a tri-state (Michigan, Ohio, 
Indiana) "home region." The non-tri-state region suffered 21 of the 30 assembly and 7 of the 50 
component closings for 1979-1991. Figure 5 shows closings for the tri-state region, with a special 
breakout for Wayne County, Michigan. The tri-state area suffered 9 of the 30 assembly plant 
shutdowns and 43 of the component and parts plant closings. 
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3. Change in Location and Scale for Automotive Parts Facilities 
The U.S. Bureau of the Census produces an annual publication titled County Business 
Patterns (CBP). CBP reports establishment counts and employment by industry for the 50 
individual states and for the United States as a whole.14 The Census derives information for CBP 
from a variety of sources including the USCOM and the ASM. The CBP has its critics as a 
source of information on establishments. Many researchers prefer alternate government sources 
on the grounds of consistency. But a major attraction of the CBP is its accessibility. This study 
uses the 1979 and 1989 (the most recent) CBP volumes to measure the location of automotive 
parts manufacturing establishments for eight of the nine major supplier industries listed in table 1. 
Twenty-five states had significant automotive pans manufacturing activity in 1979. The 
25 states below had 98 percent of U.S. employment in the eight major supplier industries in 1979. 
The 25 states and their regions are as follows: 
3.1 County Busirless Patter-ns Change in Ernployme~lt urld Facilities 
County Business Patterns 
Table 15 shows the results from the CBP data. Establishment counts and employment for 
the eight major supplier industries are shown for 1979 and 1989. Also shown are establishment 
and employment counts for two vehicle production industries, SIC 371 1 and SIC 3713 (large 
trucks and buses). Information is shown for the United States as a whole and for the regions 
described above. Table 15 shows that the number of supplier establishments increased by about 
1,300 in the United States as a whole between 1979 and 1991, but ernployment fell by 196,000. 








14~ifty-two volumes of U.S Bureau of the Census, County Business Patterns, 1J.S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington D.C. were used in tabulations for this section of the study. The 
volumes include those for twenty-five states in each of two years, 1979 and 1089, for example 
Michigan (CBP-89-21) and two United States (CRP-89-1) volumes for 1970 and 1989. 
States 
Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Virginia 
Kansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas 
Delaware, Massachusetts, Maryland, New 
Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania 
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, 
Wisconsin 
Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee 
California 
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increase in employment. The increase was in SIC 2396, auto and apparel trim, an industry that 
produces only one-third of its shipments for the auto indusy .  
Table 16 presents the 1979-1989 regional percentage changes in establishments and 
employment. Overall, parts establishments in the United States increased by 28 percent at the 
same time employment fell by 19 percent. Every region experienced a positive increase in the 
number of parts establishments; the Southeast showed the largest increase, 97 percent, followed 
by California, with 25 percent. These two regions had the only positive changes in parts 
employment, 44 percent in the Southeast and 27 percent in California. The Midwest suffered the 
largest percentage decline in employment, -30 percent. The Northeast, at -29 percent, followed 
closely. Table 15 gives evidence of the massive employment decline in parts production. The 
Midwest lost almost 207,000 and the Northeast 32,000 parts jobs between 1979 and 1989. The 
combined job loss-239,000-amounted to 122 percent of the total U.S. decline in auto parts 
employment. 
Table 15 shows an increase in auto parts employment of about 26,000 for the Southeast, 
and an increase of 8,000 for California (West). The two increases yield a total gain for these two 
regions of 34,000. The employment gains in the Southeast and West, of course, are smaller than 
the national decline of 196,000 or the job loss total of 216,000 for the other four regions. Table 
17 presents regional share percentages of total U.S. automotive establishments and employment. 
The share of parts employment in the 25 states included in the six regions fell from 98 percent in 
1979 to about 94 percent in 1989. Parts employment declined by 216,000 i n  the 25 states. This 
decline implies that the excluded 25 states did gain almost 20,000 parts production jobs between 
1979 and 1989 (216,000 minus 196,000). The Midwest experienced the largest decline in 
employment share, a decline from almost 69 percent of parts employment in 1979 to just under 60 
percent in 1989. About half the Midwest loss in share (primarily in Michigan) is captured by the 
Southeast (primarily in North and South Carolina), which rose from just under 6 percent to over 
10 percent of parts employment. 
Only one parts industry, auto and apparel trim, showed an increase in national 
employment. Auto and apparel trim, it should be remembered, produces largely nonautomotive 
output. The Midwest suffered an employment decline in seven of the eight parts industries during 
1979-1989. The exception is an increase in vehicular lighting industry employment. In contrast, 
the Southeast gained employment in seven of the eight parts industries; the exception is the tires 
and inner tubes industry. 
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Table 16: 
1979-1989 Percentage Change in 
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Table 17: 
1979 & 1989 Regional Percentage Share of U.S. Auto Parts 













30 10 Tires and Inner Tubes 
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3.2 Employment Charlge ill States 
A popular theory concerning the recent diffusion of parts employment centers on 
differences in state or regional manufacturing wages and rates of unionization. It is thought that a 
number of automotive parts producing companies moved their facilities during the 1980s from 
high manufacturing wage states to low manufacturing wage states. This study undertakes a 
simple test of this hypothesis by attempting to measure the effects of differences in state 
manufacturing wages and unionization rates on percentage change in 1979-1989 parts 
employment measured by the CPB data. 
Table 18 summarizes a simple investigation relating parts employment change, hourly 
earnings in manufacturing, and the rate of unionization. Results for three regressions are shown. 
The number of cases in each estimation is 25-the number of states listed in the six study regions. 
The dependent variable for each regression is percentage change in total state parts employment 
between 1979 and 1989, measured by CBP. 
A single explanatory variable is used in each regression. Since employment change was 
measured by comparing 1979 with 1989 employment in parts industries, we used two wage 
variables, one for the beginning of the period (1980) and one for roughly in the middle (1986) of 
the 1979-1989 period. l 
The three explanatory variables prove to be significantly negative at the 95 percent 
confidence level when regressed separately on percentage change in parts employment. The 
earnings variables are specified as the natural log of state values. When these variables are 
regressed on percentage change in parts employment, the resulting coefficients can be roughly 
Explanatory Variables 
15LJ.~. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1J.S. Department of' Labor, Employment and Earnings, 




1984 Union % 
The natural log of 1980 state average hourly 
earnings for production workers in 
manufacturing. 
The natural log of 1980 state average hourly 
earnings for production workers in 
manufacturing. 
The rate of unionization in state manufacturing 
employment in 1984. 
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interpreted as measures of "elasticity," or percentage change in parts employment given a 
percentage change in the explanatory variable. For Ln(Earn g6), each 1 percent difference in 
1986 state earnings (above the 25 state average) predicts a -1.7 percent decline in parts 
employment. 
The simple regressions above should not be interpreted as models of parts employment 
change across states. The simple predictors only partially explain variance in parts employment 
change (anywhere from 32 percent to 37 percent). The standard errors of the estimation equations 
are quite large. Further, a number of other potential causes of parts employment change could be 
linked to average earnings for production workers. For example, low earnings for production 
workers may be characteristic of states with low business taxes, utility rates, or other influences, 
such as real estate or construction costs. 
On the other hand, the dependent variable partially reflects parts employment at the Big 
Three, or employment subject to many institutional labor restrictions on relocation. l 6  Change in 
state parts employment, excluding Big Three employment in parts facilities, might prove even 
more elastic with respect to relative wage cost than total employment that includes Big Three 
parts and component plants. Low earnings levels are also clearly correlated with low rates of 
unionization in manufacturing. The simple regression results in table 18 merely indicate a 
significant, negative relationship between change in automotive parts employment and both 
average hourly earnings and the extent of unionization. 
16General Motors built a number of parts facilities in the late 1970s along the 1-20 interstate in 
the deep South. This "southern strategy" was interpreted by many auto analysts as an attempt by 
the company to escape the pervasive influence of the United Auto Workers (IJAW). I f  so, the 
attempt failed. All of the new southern plants were organized by the lJAW or  allied unions. All 
"Big Three" manufacturing facilities in the United States employ represented workers. 
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3.3 Chartges in Scale 
Another important change in the structure of auto parts manufacturing is apparent in the 
CBP comparisons (tables 15 and 16). Although U.S. employtnent in eight supplier industries 
declined by over 19 percent during 1979-1989, the number of industry establishments rose by 
over 28 percent. Average 1979 employment per establishment was 223 in 1979, or 1.0 1 million 
employees located in 4,538 establishments. The establishment employment average fell to 140 in 
1989, or 817,000 employees located in 5,826 establishments. These figures reflect a gain of 
almost 1,300 facilities and a decline in average facility employment of 37 percent. Average 
facility employment for the largest parts industry, motor vehicle parts and accessories (SIC 3714), 
also declined, because industry ernploy~nent fell by about 92,000 while the number of facilities 
rose by 430. 
The contribution of small business to employlnent and economic growth has been a 
popular subject in recent years. An examination of the CBP information on establishment sizes in 
table 19 appears to support a growing role for small facilities in auto parts production during 
1979-1989. CBP listed 61 fewer parts making facilities with 1,000 or more in employment in its 
1989 U.S. totals than in 1979. Facilities employing 500 to 999 declined by six during 1979-1989. 
But facilities employing between 50 to 499 increased by 291 and those with fewer than 50 
employees increased by 1,064. Still the largest increase in numbers of smaller facilities (under 
500 in employment) is that for SIC 2396 (auto and apparel trim), an industry with largely non- 
automotive output. Several supplier industries did not experience significant growth or even any 
growth in smaller facilities. These industries include tires and inner tubes (SIC 3010), vehicle 
lighting equipment (SIC 3647), and carburetors, pistons and rings (SIC 3592). Yet for other large 
supplier industries, such as motor vehicle parts and accessories (SIC 3711) or automotive 
stampings (SIC 3465), counts of facilities did rise, especially for smaller establishments. 
The reduction in average facility employment is attributable to several factors. First, 
smaller production runs for lower sales volume car and truck models permitted smaller 
operations. Better technologies, such as computer numerical control equipment, reduced the 
employment of many facilities without affecting output. Finally, many new facilities were built 
to serve as local warehouses needed to meet the just-in-time (JIT) delivery requirements of 
transplant assembly plant customers or even the traditional U.S. producers. These small facilities 
often served the purpose of satisfying one major customer and engaged in very little actual 
manufacturing at all. In effect, they functioned as trans-shipment locations with major 
manufacturing taking place elsewhere in the United States or overseas in larger facilities. The 
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subjects of the scale and actual operation of stnall parts facilities deserve further investigation, 
because it is critically important to economic developers to know what kinds of automotive 
facilities are being built and why. 
Source: CPB, various states and United States volumes, 1979, 1989. I 
4. The New Transplant Suppliers 
The start-up of seven Japanese-affiliated vehicle assetnbly plants between 1982 and 1989 
is a remarkable development in the history of the U.S. auto industry. These transplant assembly 
plants possessed the ability to assemble 2.14 million units in 1992; recent announcements place 
the 1994 capacity of these plants at over 2.5 million.17 Just as remarkable as the appearance of 
the new foreign-owned assembly plants is the start-up of 259 automotive parts manufacturing 
facilities with Japanese investment interest in the United States since 1981. 
l 7  A total U.S. transplant build of 1.09 nlillion i n  1992 means that as a group the transplant 
assemblers operated at 79% utilization of capacity. 
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Table 20: 












Flat Rock, MI 
Information describing Japanese transplant suppliers is taken from the Office for the Study 
of Automotive Transportation's (OSAT's) fourth annual survey of Japanese automotive 
manufacturing facilities in the United States. The results of the survey appear in OSAT's 
Japanese Automotive Supplier Investment Directory (JASID). The information is collected 




Fujiflsuzu ' Lafayette, IN 
OH 
A comparative analysis of the transplant suppliers presented a difficult challenge for this 
study. First, although there are now 259 transplant supplier facilities operating in the United 
States, the transplant supplier population is still relatively small and highly diverse. The size of 
this group makes it hard to directly coinpare industrial classifications with those of the overall 
U.S. auto parts industry. Second, only 109 of the 259 transplant parts facilities fall into the eight 
SIC codes used in the CBP analysis in the previous section (see Appendix 2). This fact reduces 
the value of any direct comparison of transplant results with the overall CBP results. 






December 1989 Honda 
A major difference between the overall U.S. auto parts industry and the Japanese 
transplant system is the virtual absence of captive supplier facilities associated with the Japanese 
assembly plants. There is only one separate transplant powertrainldrivetrain facility; there are no 
separate stamping facilities. The small number of powertrain facilities may be due to economies 
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Traditionally the Big Three have operated satellite stamping fdcilities, with each stamping plant 
producing parts for several veliicle models produced at several assembly plants. In contrast, 
transplants have a contiguous stamping facility located within, or adjacent to, their assembly 
buildings. These contiguous stamping facilities are considered effective, because they specialize 
in the production of parts for very few, sometimes just one, vehicle platform or model assembled 
in the host facility. 
Although the transplant assemblers have few captive suppliers in the United States, they 
do maintain equity interest in U.S. transplant suppliers. Honda has an investment position in at 
least eight Japanese transplant supplier facilities. A recent report by the Mid-America Project 
found that Toyota, Honda, and Nissan have transferred important elements of their keiretsu 
system from Japan to the United states.l8 Table 21 shows the number of group members that 
have followed their assembler to the United States. Although not all these facilities are engaged 
in manufacturing, this is evidence of the extensive use of partial ownership control, a pattern 
almost unheard of in the traditional U.S. supplier industry. 
A potential advantage of joint equity ownership, compared to fully integrated (captive) or 
fully independent suppliers, is the opportunity to spread facility output across one primary, and a 
number of secondary, non-keiretsu customers. A transplant supplier such as Nippondenso-a 
Toyota group member-may have a greater ability to sell to outside assemblers than a captive 
supplier such as ACIRochester Division of General Motors. Such a transplant supplier is more 
likely to sell to several customers and achieve high capacity utilization levels. High utilization is 
helpful to both the supplier and tlie group assembler. The relationship gives the assembler a local 
production source, yet allows the supplier to take advantage of larger economies of scale based on 
having many sources of demand for output. 
l8 Keiretsu, U.S.A.; a Tale of Japanese Power. Mid-America Project, July 1991 
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There are two basic types of ownership styles common among transplant suppliers. The 
first type, is a subsidiary, or single ownership-a facility that is solely owned by a single Japanese 
company. The second type is a joint venture. Joint ventures can be split into two distinct groups, 
Japan-Japan and US.-Japan. Another type of transplant supplier joint venture is that of Japan- 
Other Country. Until recently, there have been relatively few of these last ownership 
Table 21: 
Transplant Assemblers 
and Their Keiretsu Grouping 
arrangements. 
Transplant suppliers are primarily located in two regions of the United States, the Midwest 
and the Midsouth. In 1991, 79 percent of the transplant facilities and 73 percent of transplant 
employment were located in these two regions. This compares to 41 percent and 66 percent 
respectively for the 1989 CBP listing of facilities. Table 22 shows, however, that the Midsouth 












* Non-group suppliers include only those companies in which the New Entrant assembler holds equity, but 
are not a part of the assemblers' keiretsu. 
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The Midwest has 56 percent of transplant supplier facilities, compared to 35 percent of the 
1989 CBP parts facilities. The Midsouth has 23 percent of the transplant facilities but only 6 
percent of the overall 1989 CBP count. Since the transplants are included in the CBP figures, 
they are responsible for a portion of the change in parts facility location during 1979-1989, 
especially in the Midsouth. As table 15 shows, the Midsouth gained 116 auto parts facilities 
during 1979-1989. Since at least 52 new Japanese supplier facilities were built in the Midsouth 
during 1982-1991, much of the total gain of 116 can be attributed to transplant activity and 
location. 
In fact, the transplant suppliers are increasingly concentrated i n  the Midsouth. This 
Midsouth preference contrasts with an earlier preference for locations in California. The JASID 
contains information on the startup year, or the year that a transplant plant first began production. 
Comparative distributions of transplant supplier facilities for two years, 1985 and 1991, are 
shown in table 23. In 1985, the Midsouth had only 7 transplant parts facilities; the West had 11 
plants. But between 1985 and 1991, the West gained only two additional supplier facilities, 
whereas the Midsouth gained 52. 
Table 23: 
Regional Shifts of Japanese Transplant Parts Suppliers 
Six states had 81 percent of the transplant supplier facilities in 1991. The six states 
include the traditional auto~notive manufacturing states of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio 
but also the Midsouth states of Kentucky and Tennessee (see figure 6). Ohio has the largest 
number of facilities, 48. Ohio's lead can be attributed to Ohio's early recruitment of Japanese 
firms and Honda's large assembly capacity position in south-central Ohio. 1') 
United 
States 
l 9  When transplant materials, capital tools, and  transplant assemblers a re  included along 
with transplant suppliers, Ohio has nearly 30,000 en~ployees  working for automotive-related 
manufacturing and assembly facilities with Japanese investment. 
1985 
Estiiblishments I 55 1 2 1 6 1 1 I 28 1 7 1 11 
Employment 1 17,576 1 469 1 1482 1 320 1 9.349 1 4.384 1 1.572 
1991 
Establishments I 259 1 16 I 20 1 5 1 146 1 59 1 13 
Employment 1 63.093 1 4.308 1 6.455 1 2.820 1 31.984 1 15.360 1 1,866 
Source: JASID 
Southeast Southwest Northeast Midwest Midsouth West 
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Figure 6:  
Transplant Facilities - Top Six States 
OH IN KY MI TN IL 
State 
The average facility employment of a transplant parts plant (235 in 1991) is significantly 
higher than the 1989 CBP (140 in 1989). A distribution on facility employment size is shown in 
table 24. Transplant suppliers are overwhellningly concentrated in medium-sized (50-499 
employees) facilities, almost the reverse of the pattern for facilities contained in the CBP sample. 
This concentration in medium-sized facilities may be attributable to the fact that very small 
Japanese parts suppliers cannot locate in the United States, and because large captive facilities 
remain concentrated in Japan. 
Table 24: 
Japanese Transplant Supplier 
Employment by Facility Size 
Establishments 
Ernploymen t 
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Ohio (8,852) and Kentucky (7,802) have the highest levels of transplant supplier 
employment. Transplant supplier employment is also high in Michigan (7,305) and Tennessee 
(6,928) (see figure 7). 
Figure 7: 
Transplant Supplier Employment - Top Six States 
State 
The influence of JIT production techniques, a vital factor in Japanese assembler-supplier 
operations, plays a significant part in the location of transplant suppliers. Although the suppliers 
probably benefit from lower wages and nonunion work forces in the greenfield locations chosen 
by the transplant assemblers, to some extent they had little input in the location decision. 
Typically, transplant suppliers are located within five hours driving time, or 200 miles, of their 
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Figure 8 
Transplant Supplier Location 
Source: JASID 
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major transplant assembly customer. Figure 8 sliows the locations of transplant suppliers in a six 
state area. Transplant suppliers in the Midsouth are still well-positioned for access to 
opportunities with the traditional Big Three assembly facilities, especially if the Big Three are 
indeed re-concentrating their assembly production in the Midwest and Midsouth. 
Figure 9: 
Transplant Suppliers -Reported Startups 
1981-1991 
Transplant supplier investment has leveled off in recent years. Figure 9 shows that 1987 
and 1988 are the years with the largest number of transplant startups. Since then, there has been a 
major decline in startups. This decline is at least partly because transplant assemblers already 
have reached full (or near full) production. As a result, their sourcing patterns have already been 
set, and there is significant transplant supplier capacity in place to serve those assemblers. 




This study's purpose is to describe change, especially structural and geographic change, in 
the U.S. auto parts industry during the 1980s and early 1990s. After giving a brief description of 
the overall economic performance of a sample of auto supplier industries, we introduce a number 
of causal factors that influenced the evolution of the U.S. auto parts industry in recent years. Our 
results and conclusions are as follows: 
Constant dollar shipments from U.S. auto parts facilities never recovered to 1979 or pre- 
1979 levels duiing the 1980s. A second decline in constant dollar shipments began in 1989. 
Constant dollar value added and e~nployrnent never recovered to 1979 or pre-1979 levels 
during the 1980s. Productivity in the auto parts industry, measured by constant dollar value 
added per employee, grew slowly in the 1980s; 1990 industry productivity was only 11.5% higher 
than 1979 productivity. 
Constant dollar materials purchases by vehicle assemblers i n  the United States never 
recovered to 1979 or pre-1979 levels during the 1980s. Dollar purchases per vehicle deflated by a 
consumer price index were no higher in 1990 than in 1979, but were 27 percent higher between 
1979 and 1990 if deflated by an industry price index. 
Exports of autolnotive parts are now a significant share of total industry output but were 
offset by even larger levels of imported auto parts during 1982-1990. 
Significant structural change occurred in the U.S. market for new motor vehicles in terms 
of both (a) the market share for trucks and vans, and (b) the fragmentation of markets-or a rapid 
fall in the average sales volume per model. 
The study describes change in the "captive supplier" parts production system operated by 
Ford, General Motors, and Chrysler during 1979-1991, both in terms of numbers of facilities by 
type and by region. The results and conclusions of this investigation are as follows: 
The "Big Three" closed 80 manufacturing f~lcilities and opened or convened 38 plants, for 
a U.S. net closing total of 42 during 1979-1991. This total is made up of 17 assembly plants, 15 
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stamping or body plants, 2 transmission plants, and 12 other component plants. The number of 
engine plants increased by four. 
The James Rubenstein hypothesis regarding a re-concentration of assembly, engine, 
transmission, and stamping operations in the Midwest is supported by the facilities analysis of the 
pattern of site selection during 1979-1991 by the Big Three. Large integrated component 
manufacturing remained concentrated in the Midwest, but the region did suffer a loss in its share 
of "other component" Big Three facilities. 
We perform a national and 25 state analysis of County Business Patterns information that 
identifies the regional distribution of eight major auto parts industries in 1979 and 1989. Some of 
the results and conclusions from the analysis are as follows: 
The number of parts establishments increased 28 percent between these two years, but 
employment declined by 19 percent. 
All study regions gained parts facilities. The Southeast (97 percent increase) and the West 
(25 percent increase) showed the largest gains. The only gains in parts employment were in the 
Southeast (44 percent increase) and the West (27 percent increase). The Midwest experienced a 
30 percent employment decline and the Northeast a 29 percent decline between 1979 and 1989. 
The Midwest share of auto parts employment fell from 69 percent to just under 60 percent 
during 1979-1989. The Southeast share of auto parts employment increased from 6 percent to 10 
percent. 
A simple regression analysis found evidence of a negative relationship between 1979- 
1989 percentage change in parts employment and average hourly earnings of production workers 
and the degree of unionization. The model exluded othere important determinants of employment 
change, such as markets. 
Average auto parts facility employment fell 37 percent (from 223 to 140) during 1979- 
1989. This decline may reflect changes in economies of scale in parts production or other 
business factors, such as new inventory methods, during this period. Growth in facilities was 
concentrated in those employing less than 50 (increase of 1,064) or 50 to 499 (increase of 291). 
Large facilities employing 500 or more declined in number during 1979- 1989 (decrease of 66). 
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This study concludes with a special colnparative analysis of the new transplant supplier 
facilities. The analysis relies on information collected for a special transplant investment 
directory published annually by the Office for the Study of Automotive Transportation. Some of 
the results and conclusions from this analysis are as follows: 
• Eight large transplant assembly operations started in the United States between 1982 and 
1989. The vehicle assembly capacity of these facilities is over 2.1 million units. At least 259 
Japanese-affiliated auto parts facilities began operations during 198 1 - 1991. They employed . 
62,422 in 1991. 
The Japanese automotive transplant system differs sharply from that of the overall U.S. 
auto industry. The Japanese system shows a virtual absence of integrated drivetrain and 
powertrain plants in the United States. 
Transplant suppliers are concentrated in the Midwest (56 percent of facilities) to an even 
greater extent than is the overall parts industry (50 percent of establishments). The Midsouth 
increased between 1985 and 1991 at the expense of the West. 
The average facility employrnent of a transplant supplier was 256 employees in 1991. 
Most transplant suppliers employed between 50 and 499 employees. 
Transplant supplier startups and investment in the United States have leveled off in recent 
years. The period with the largest number of start-ups is 1987-1989, when an average of 57 new 
transplant suppliers began operations each year. In 1991, only two new transplant suppliers began 
operations. 
The U.S. automotive parts industry experienced a rough decade in the 1980s. Many 
structural changes occurred. The industry declined in overall size, as measured by employment 
and levels of constant dollar shipments and manufacturing value added. These macro changes in 
the overall U.S. parts industry are largely the result of a decline in the production of traditional 
U.S. vehicles and of a rise in the use of imported automotive parts. 
Of greater relevance to economic developers is the 1980s shift of a significant portion of 
automotive parts industry employment and establishments to states and regions with historically 
low levels of auto~notive activity. States with low manufacturing wages and rates of unionization 
evidently benefited at the expense of states with higher wages and unionization. Yet the 
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movement of parts manufacturing to low wage states appears to have excluded large component 
production (engines, transmissions, and large stampings). The production of large components 
remains concentrated in the Midwest. The concentration of large component production is 
reinforced by the fragmentation of vehicle markets and the breakup of coastal, branch plant 
assembly operations. There is clearly a strong need for further research into the determinants of 
facility site decisions by both large automotive assembly finns and smaller suppliers. 
The drop in average employment of auto parts manufacturing establishments and the large 
increase in the number of small facilities presents economic developers with a new trade-off. 
There are significantly more facilities in operation than i n  previous years. This should increase 
the likelihood of attracting new automotive parts operations to any viable locality. On the other 
hand, the typical parts facility biings fewer jobs, and thus less income and fewer other economic 
gains. Fewer development resources can now be justified for each potential establishment. 
The creation of a new transplant supplier industry is indeed a major structural change for 
the U.S. auto parts industry. It is true that the total count of 259 facilities is not large, but the 
average facility employment of transplant parts makers is twice the level of the overall auto parts 
industry. Although most transplant supplier facilities have been located in the traditional (for the 
automotive industry) Midwest, a significant number have located in the Midsouth. This 
development is contrary to past industry structure. Despite the impressive development of the 
transplant parts system (in less than a decade), its future development is in doubt. The number of 
startups in recent years has declined to a trickle. Transplant vehicle production in the United 
States leveled off in 199 1 - 1992. 
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